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- Student Information System 
- Used by many school districts in the U.S. 
- Student enrollment, attendance, course listings, 

grades, test scores, graduation rates, etc. 

- Great opportunity to do data science! 
- Data in talk used with permission 

- Only aggregate data, no identifying information 
- Single high school
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Outline
1. What is Bayesian Modeling? 
2. Why would you want to use it? 
3. How would you use it? 
4. What does Bayesian Modeling look 

like for a real-world problem?



1. What



1. Specify a data generation model 
- Generating function 
- Noise distribution 
- Hidden parameters 

2. Estimate hidden parameters as 
probability distributions (uncertainty) 

3. Compare how well different data 
generation models fit the data

Modeling Process
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Normal (Gaussian) 
Probability Distribution

Probability Distributions

x=1?

x=3?
x=-2?
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Data Generation Model

Coin Flips ~ Bernoulli(p)

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

Coin Flips

H H H H T T H

T H T T T T T

H H T T H H ꔇ

Model p=0.5



Height ~ Normal(f(Male), σ) 
f(Male) = ɑ + β · Male

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

Data Generation Model

Male T T T F F F ꔇ

Height 5’8” 6’1” 5’9” 5’4” 5’1” 5’7” ꔇ
Model

ɑ=5’4” 
β=0’5” 
σ=2.5”
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Estimate Hidden 
Parameters

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

Data ~ Normal(μ, 1)Our 
Model

Reality Data ~ Normal(1, 1)



Estimate Hidden 
Parameters
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Recap
1. Propose a data generating 

function f and noise distribution


2. Estimate hidden parameters 
- Estimate of μ is a probability distribution 

describing our uncertainty 
- This is not just minimizing a loss function 
- This is not a single value point estimate



2. Why



Deep 
Learning

- Can learn highly 
complex models


- Implicit model not 
chosen by user


- Uninterpretable 
parameters

Bayesian 
Inference

- Explicit model 
chosen by user


- Complex non-
linear models


- Useful parameters

- It’s probability 

distributions all 
the way down!

Linear 
Regression

- Simple to use

- Explicit model 

chosen by user

- Useful parameters

- Linear models 

only

White box vs. Black box
More interpretable 

“white box”
Less interpretable 

“black box”



White box vs. Black box

1. Goal is only to make 
predictions


2. Task is complex and 
repetitive 


3. White box models 
aren’t good enough

1. Goal is to understand 
influencing variables 
and causality


2. Used to help make 
high-stakes decisions


3. Need to justify or 
explain a prediction

More interpretable 
“white box”

Less interpretable 
“black box”

When to use



3. How



How do we do this?
Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

Allows us to estimate parameter  
values by sampling points from their  

probability distributions

μ



How do we do this?
- Specify data generation 

model in code 
- Call via R, Python, etc. 
- Check diagnostics!  
- Get estimates of hidden 

parameters’ values

Stan 
WinBugs, JAGS, 
PyMC, Edward, 

Tensorflow 
probability, etc.



Simple Stan program

μ



4. Real-world 
problem 

(slightly simplified)
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In the education domain, we’d like to 
be able to say things like: 
- “That’s an easy course” 
- “That teacher is a tough grader” 
- “You’re a strong student”  
- “That student is improving” 

But our data consists of rows like: 
- Student, course, teacher, earned grade, year

Problem



Q: How do we distribute responsibility 
for a grade amongst the student, 
course, and teacher? 
A: Use Bayesian Inference to estimate a 
hidden parameter for each student, 
course, and teacher!

Problem



- One high school 
- 700 students 
- 113 teachers 
- 87 courses 
- 32,000 grades 
- 9 years

Our data



Start simple, then while t < deadline: 
1. Specify a data generating model 

- Generating function 
- Noise distribution 
- Hidden parameters 

2. Fit model + check diagnostics 
3. Look for ways to improve model 

- Analyze residuals (prediction errors) 
- Analyze hidden parameter estimates 
- Consult research, experts, etc.

Workflow



Workflow
Start simple, then while t < deadline: 

1. Specify a data generating model 
- Generating function 
- Noise distribution 
- Hidden parameters 

2. Fit model + check diagnostics 
3. Look for ways to improve model 

- Analyze residuals 
- Analyze hidden parameter estimates 
- Consult research, experts, etc.

Super duper important



Model #1

~
F D C B A

f() Gradeμ

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

Ordered 
Logistic

Grade 
cutoffs

?



Ordered Logistic
F D C B A

Noise distribution for ordered 
categorical observations

Output
Probabilities of observing each output category 
- A little like fuzzy classification 
- Categories closer to the score are more likely 
- Wider categories are more likely

Input A score (from your generating function) 
A set of cutoffs dividing up the output categories

A B C D F







Model #2

~f()Student Grade

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

S
F D C B A

Ordered 
Logistic

Grade 
cutoffs





Range of Likely Student Abilities







Model #3

~f()
Course

Student
Grade

C
S

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

F D C B A

Ordered 
Logistic

Grade 
cutoffs





Range of Likely Course Difficulties







Model #4

T
~f()

Teacher

Course

Student

GradeC
S

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

F D C B A

Ordered 
Logistic

Grade 
cutoffs





Range of Likely Teacher Difficulties









~
Model #5

T
f()

Teacher

Course

Student

Year

GradeC
S

Data     Generating function     Hidden parameters     Noise distribution

F D C B A

Ordered 
Logistic

Grade 
cutoffs













What do ability and difficulty mean? 
- Student skills, talent, free time, parent help, etc. 
- Course subject, homework load, etc. 
- Teaching style, strictness, grading style, etc. 

Better calibrate hidden parameters 
- Students don’t take courses randomly, which means 

our data is missing not at random! 
- Use standardized test scores to calibrate student 

abilities across different subpopulations 
- Directly model missing data process

What’s next?



Model fit diagnostics 
- R-hat, E-BFMI, divergent transitions, etc. 
- Make sure your model fit well, before looking at any 

parameter estimates 

Model comparison 
- Predictive accuracy via cross validation 
- Estimated leave-one-out cross validation (LOO) 
- Balance between model accuracy and simplicity 
- Which model is most likely to have generated the 

data?

Things not covered



Resources

Stan 
Documentation 
Free download 

mc-stan.org

http://mc-stan.org


Questions? 
Or email us below

Thomas Christie 
tom.christie@gmail.com 

Taavi Taĳala 
taavi@taijala.com


